Historical Fiction:
World War Two

Meet Molly: An American Girl — Valerie Tripp (Shelved w/ American)
I Survived the Nazi Invasion — Lauren Tarshis
Number the Stars — Lois Lowry
Catherine’s War — Julia Billet (Graphic Novel)
The Book Thief — Marcus Zusak (Shelved in Teen)
The Devil’s Arithmetic — Jane Yolen
The War That Saved my Life — Kimberly Bradley
Early Sunday Morning — Barry Denenberg (Shelved w/ Dear)
My Secret War — Mary Pope Osborne (Shelved w/ Dear)
Echo — Pam Muñoz Ryan
When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit — Judith Kerr
Paper Wishes — Lois Sepahban
Baseball Saved Us — Ken Mochizuki
When My Name Was Keoko — Linda Sue Park
Milkweed — Jerry Spinelli (also shelved in Teen)
Lily’s Crossing — Patricia Reilly Giff
Summer of my German Soldier — Bette Green
The Fences Between Us — Kirby Lawson (Shelved w/ Dear)
Under the Blood Red Sun — Graham Salisbury
Hero on a Bicycle — Shirley Hughes
One Eye Laughing, The Other Weeping — Barry Denenberg (Shelved w/ Dear)
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